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Abstract. Tor is a primary tool for maintaining anonymity online. It
provides a low-latency, circuit-based, bidirectional secure channel be-
tween two parties through a network of onion routers, with the aim of
obscuring exactly who is talking to whom, even to adversaries control-
ling part of the network. Tor relies heavily on cryptographic techniques,
yet its onion encryption scheme is susceptible to tagging attacks (Fu and
Ling, 2009), which allow an active adversary controlling the first and last
node of a circuit to deanonymize with near-certainty. This contrasts with
less active traffic correlation attacks, where the same adversary can at
best deanonymize with high probability. The Tor project has been ac-
tively looking to defend against tagging attacks and its most concrete al-
ternative is proposal 261, which specifies a new onion encryption scheme
based on a variable-input-length tweakable cipher.

We provide a formal treatment of low-latency, circuit-based onion en-
cryption, relaxed to the unidirectional setting, by expanding existing
secure channel notions to the new setting and introducing circuit hiding
to capture the anonymity aspect of Tor. We demonstrate that circuit
hiding prevents tagging attacks and show proposal 261’s relay protocol
is circuit hiding and thus resistant against tagging attacks.

Keywords: Anonymity · Onion Routing · Secure Channels · Tor
· Tagging Attacks

1 Introduction

Anonymity as a separate security goal to confidentiality and integrity was rec-
ognized early on. Chaum [14] provided a number of suggestions for anonymous
communication, of which his mix-nets later evolved into onion routing. Onion
routing protocols come in a variety of flavours, depending on whether they are
low-latency or not, whether they are circuit-oriented or ciphertext-oriented, the
TCP/IP layer at which they operate, and a number of other factors. Examples
include I2P [27], Mixminion [16], MorphMix [38] and Tarzan [23], but the best
known and most widely used onion routing solution is Tor [20]. Tor is a low-
latency, circuit-oriented onion routing protocol operating at the transport layer.
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Fig. 1: Onion routing in a nutshell. Nodes A, B, and C are the onion proxies; nodes
1 to 9 are the onion routers making up the network; finally nodes X, Y, and Z are
the destinations. User A created the dark blue circuit 1–7–8, using exit node 8 to
communicate with destinations X and Z, whereas user B created the dark red circuit
2–7–9 and using its exit node 9 to communicate with destinations Y and Z.

Its original architecture was laid out in a quick succession of articles by Gold-
schlag, Reed, and Syverson [25,37,42]. The extent to which Tor and its brethren
defend against (mostly) passive traffic correlation analysis has been an active
research area [13,28,29,33,40], yet the impact of active attacks against the core
cryptographic components on anonymity remains relatively unexplored. Indeed,
it is not even clear what the formal design desiderata would be to provide any
meaningful form of provable anonymity.

When talking about anonymity, it is worth bearing in mind the original goal
set for Tor [25]: “The goal of onion routing is not to provide anonymous com-
munication. Parties are free to (and usually should) identify themselves within a
message. But the use of a public network should not automatically give away the
identity and locations of the communication parties” (emphasis ours). In prac-
tice, an onion routing network (see Figure 1) enables two parties Anna (A) and
Xavier (X) to route their communication through various intermediate nodes.
As a result, there is no longer a direct link of communication between Anna and
Xavier to observe and the hope is that their traffic gets lost in the masses. Ide-
ally, even the intermediate nodes in direct contact with Anna and Xavier cannot
link Anna and Xavier together.

The core components of Tor are the link protocol, the circuit extend protocol,
the relay protocol, and the stream protocol. Any communication between any
pair of interacting parties is secured by the link layer, which uses TLS, and
all communication occurs on top of it. The circuit extend protocol establishes
multi-hop tunnels called circuits between the sender and the receiver. In essence
it uses public-key cryptography to exchange key material between nodes for
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onion encryption. The relay protocol is the component that actually handles the
onion encryption and will be our main focus. The stream protocol operates over
the relay protocol and is used to establish TCP connections, send data, etc.

At a very high level, the relay protocol operates as follows. The sender, which
shares a symmetric key with every other node on the circuit, encrypts a message
by applying multiple layers of encryption in succession, one for each node along
the circuit. Specifically, a message is first encoded with a two-byte field of zeros
and a SHA1 digest truncated to four bytes, and each layer of encryption then
consists of 128-bit AES in counter mode. The resulting ciphertext, or cell in
Tor’s terminology, is then passed by the sender to the first node in the circuit.
Each node in turn strips off one layer of encryption and either forwards the cell
to the next node in the circuit or acts on that cell itself if it determines that
it is the intended recipient. Note that only the final node in the circuit checks,
and can check, the integrity by considering the redundancy introduced by the
sender’s encoding.

The combination of the final-node integrity check and the high level of mal-
leability of counter-mode encryption leave Tor’s relay protocol susceptible to
the following tagging attack [24]. Assume an adversary controls the first and last
nodes in a circuit. It can then ‘tag’ a cell c during the first hop by xoring it with
some pattern δ, i.e. it sends c⊕ δ instead of c. If an honest exit node receives the
corresponding cell, the integrity check will very likely fail, and the honest exit
node will reject it. However, if the adversary controls the exit node, it can check
for an invalid received cell c′ that c′ ⊕ δ does pass the integrity check. Thus,
the adversary has established that the two nodes are on the same circuit, and
thereby linked the user (known to the first node) to its activities, as seen by the
last node.

Superficially, tagging attacks expose a similar vulnerability as traffic correla-
tion attacks by adversaries controlling both the first and last node of a circuit.
Moreover, as Tor is a low-latency system, it cannot adequately protect against
these passive traffic correlation attacks, which begs the question what active
tagging attacks add to an adversary’s arsenal. Indeed, back in 2004 when Tor
was conceived [20], its authors already “accepted that our design is vulnerable
to end-to-end timing attacks; so tagging attacks performed within the circuit
provide no additional information to the attacker”. Thus the choice for low
latency—a compromise trading stronger security for usability—appeared to ren-
der tagging attacks redundant or even irrelevant, as seemingly equally powerful
traffic correlation attacks are possible.

This perception changed around 2012, following an anonymous post on the
Tor developers’ mailing list by The23rd Raccoon, pointing out that tagging
attacks are considerably more potent than traffic correlation attacks [36]: a suc-
cessful tagging attack gives an adversary certainty when linking a circuit’s entry
and exit node, whereas for traffic correlation attacks a degree of uncertainty re-
mains, including false positives where two nodes are incorrectly assumed to be on
the same circuit. Consequently, tagging attacks scale better and with increased
severity compared to traffic correlation attacks. We expand on these observa-
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tions in Section 2.2, where we also address why detection (of the active tagging)
does not lead to a satisfactory defense mechanism.

All in all, the Tor project has reversed its position and is currently seeking
alternative onion encryption schemes that do protect against tagging attacks [31].
Whereas traffic correlation attacks cannot be prevented by cryptographic means
(without sacrificing low latency), conceivably protection against tagging attacks
without significant performance penalty is achievable.

Taking a broader perspective, we observe that while there has been ample
work focusing on anonymity, circuit-based onion encryption as a cryptographic
primitive has been largely overlooked. Yet in onion routing networks, anonymity
is achieved through a combination of factors, such as the number of users in
the system, the amount of traffic, and cryptographic mechanisms like onion
encryption. The aforementioned tagging attacks against Tor clearly indicate that
the latter is not well understood: it is unclear what properties the cryptographic
component should provide, let alone how to do so.

Our contribution. Our aim is exactly this, to characterise what security prop-
erties should and can be expected from an onion encryption scheme. While we try
to maintain as much generality as possible, our attention is focused on the setting
typified by Tor. That is, we consider onion encryption for the case of low-latency
and circuit-oriented systems, operating on top of a link protocol, like TLS, that
secures communication between adjacent nodes. Tarzan and Morphmix, like Tor,
fall within this category and are also captured by our models.

Our three design choices change the landscape quite significantly compared
to high-latency mix-nets or public key ciphertext-oriented onion routing. In par-
ticular, requiring low-latency precludes the possibility of shuffling cells as in the
case of mix-nets. A circuit-oriented architecture assumes the existence of a com-
plementary protocol (in the case of Tor the circuit extend protocol) that sets up
circuits across the network on which cells can be transmitted. Thus cells must
follow predefined paths. In contrast, in a ciphertext-oriented architecture (as
in I2P and Mixminion), each ciphertext can specify and follow a distinct path.
This dichotomy corresponds quite closely to the distinction between symmetric
and public-key onion encryption. One benefit of a circuit-oriented architecture is
that, being stateful, it can protect against replay and reordering attacks. Finally,
because the onion encryption operates on top of a link protocol, the adversary
can only access the onion encryption if it controls some subset of the nodes in the
network. We exploit this fact in our circuit hiding definition, but we don’t make
use of it in other security definitions as we can achieve the stronger definition
with little effort or added complexity.

Clearly we would like an onion encryption scheme to provide confidentiality,
integrity, and anonymity, ideally even if a subset of the nodes are under adversar-
ial control. After establishing a syntax of circuit-based onion routing in Section 3,
we adapt the end-to-end security notions for confidentiality and integrity of a
secure unidirectional channel to the context of onion routing in Section 4, before
tackling the most challenging and novel part, namely anonymity, in Section 5.
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Anonymity in low-latency onion routing is never absolute and relies crucially
on non-cryptographic factors—beyond what can be guaranteed by a suitable
choice of onion encryption—such as the network size, its number of active users
and the amount of traffic flowing through the network. Accordingly we do not
aim for a full-blown definition of anonymity, but instead aim for a more refined
security goal that can be achieved purely by cryptographic means (assuming
ideal traffic conditions). Our proposed notion is that of circuit hiding, which
roughly states that an adversary should not be able to learn any information
about the circuits’ topology in the network beyond what is inevitably leaked
through the nodes that it controls. In particular this should hold even when the
adversary is allowed to choose the messages that get encrypted and is able to
re-order, inject, and manipulate ciphertexts on the network. Indeed the latter
is exactly how tagging attacks operate, and consequently these are captured by
our model.

Following on from the two potential directions to thwart tagging attacks [31],
the only concrete proposal to date is Tor proposal 261 [32]. Our second contri-
bution is a security analysis of the onion encryption scheme specified therein.
Proposal 261 is based on AEZ [26] (see Section 6 for more details), but it could be
instantiated with any other variable-input-length (VIL) tweakable cipher, such
as Farfalle [9] or HHFHFH [8] which have both been suggested as alternatives to
AEZ. Indeed, our analysis is general enough to apply to any such instantiation
and thus its scope surpasses proposal 261.

Security in our framework guarantees protection from tagging attacks, but
also ensures that it is not done at the detriment of some other security aspect.
For instance, a naive solution to stop tagging attacks would be to extend Tor’s
counter mode AES with a MAC in an encrypt-then-MAC configuration. While
this fix might foil tagging attacks, it would not suffice to guarantee circuit hiding,
as the length of a circuit and a node’s relative position within a circuit can now
be inferred from the size of a cell. This is another instance of leakage on the
circuits’ topology that is captured by our notion.

We emphasize however that our analysis is limited in scope. In particular we
only consider static node corruptions that are chosen by the adversary but fixed
before it can interact with the network. Furthermore, we assume that circuits
have already been established in a secure and anonymous way and we do not
study how circuits should be chosen either.

Related work. Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [11] gave a formal security defi-
nition of public-key onion routing in the Universal Composability (UC) frame-
work, as well as an alternative, compound game-based definition. For the latter
they identify three core properties: correctness, integrity, and security. Combined
with secure point-to-point channels these three imply the UC security notion.
However their security model focuses on ciphertext-oriented architectures, where
onion routers are stateless, and is therefore not applicable to Tor. For instance,
their security definition does not and cannot capture circuits or provide protec-
tion against replay and reordering attacks.
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Feigenbaum et al. [21] provide a black-box probabilistic analysis of onion
routing based on a very high-level idealised functionality. Here an adversary is
allowed to statically corrupt a fraction of the routers, so when a user selects a
destination (for a circuit), the functionality randomly selects a path from the
user to the destination and thereby determines whether the nodes adjacent to
the user, resp. the destination, are corrupt or not. For corrupt adjacent nodes,
the adversary will learn the user, resp. the destination, connected to it. In par-
ticular, if both adjacent nodes are corrupt, then the adversary will learn that
a circuit has been established between the user and its destination. This model
is useful for analysing the overall effect of traffic correlation attacks under the
assumption that an adversary is capable to link traffic flowing in and out of the
honest routers [43]. However, when considering how the cryptographic compo-
nent affects this traffic linking assumption, their model is unsuitable.

Motivated by Tor, Backes et al. [3] propose another security definition for
onion encryption in the UC framework. They consider a combined ideal func-
tionality closely mirroring Tor’s syntax, incorporating both the circuit estab-
lishment protocol and the onion encryption component. Meeting their security
notion relies on the onion encryption being predictably malleable. Unfortunately,
this predictable malleability is exactly what enables tagging attacks. In other
words, schemes secure in their framework are guaranteed to be insecure against
tagging attacks.

Danezis and Goldberg [17] propose Sphinx, a cryptographic packet format
for relaying anonymized messages within high latency mix networks. It improves
over prior constructions by being more space efficient, in part by replacing RSA
encryption with elliptic curve cryptography. Sphinx is designed to protect against
tagging attacks, but as it follows a ciphertext oriented architecture, is inappli-
cable to Tor.

In concurrent work, Rogaway and Zhang provide an independent treatment
of onion encryption [39], see our full version [18] for a comparison.

2 Background and Preliminaries

2.1 An Overview of Tor

We now give a brief overview of how Tor works. A more detailed description
can be found in Tor’s introduction [20] or its protocol specification [19]; for a
comparison of Tor with other anonymous communication systems see Danezis
et al. [15].

In Tor, an end-to-end overlay network is formed wherein participating nodes,
called onion routers (OR), relay messages across the overlay network. Users can
run an onion proxy (OP) to access the Tor network (though we will use the
terms sender, user, and onion proxy interchangeably). Onion routers maintain
TLS connections with each other and onion proxies join the Tor network by
establishing a TLS connection to one or more onion routers (the link protocol).
All peer-to-peer communication occurs over these TLS connections. The aim
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of the network is to prevent outsiders or participating nodes from linking the
recipient of a message to its source.

A user’s application data is routed over fixed paths called circuits. A circuit
is a path within the Tor network consisting of two or more ORs; the default is
three. At the start of the circuit is an onion proxy which transmits data over
the circuit, though Tor does not consider the OP to be part of the circuit. The
exit node is the onion router responsible for delivering application data to the
intended recipient (who may well reside outside the network). By default, the
last node in a circuit acts as an exit node, but other nodes in the circuit may
also act as exit nodes—a feature sometimes referred to as “leaky pipes”. These
variable exit nodes are supported in Tor by allowing multiple streams to run
over the same circuit; for the most part we will ignore this complication and
assume the exit node will be the last node of the circuit.

An onion proxy is responsible for establishing its circuits. To this end, it will
select a sequence of onion routers in the circuit, where each node can appear only
once. The proxy establishes a symmetric key with each of the routers in sequence
using the circuit extend protocol: at each step the circuit is extended by one hop
in a telescopic fashion, so the key agreement with the i+ 1th node in the circuit
runs over the current, partial circuit with the ith node temporarily taking on the
role of exit node. Circuit establishment in Tor enables a bidirectional channel
between the onion proxy and the exit node.

Once a circuit is established, the OP shares a symmetric key with each node
in that circuit. Furthermore, each OR shares a distinct circuit identifier with
each node that is adjacent to it in the circuit. The circuit is then used by the OP
to instruct the exit node to establish a TCP connection to a specific address and
port (the stream protocol). Data intended for this stream is then encapsulated
in relay cells, and the relay protocol protects each cell with a checksum and
multiple layers of encryption: the OP adds a layer of encryption (128-bit AES
in counter mode) for each OR in the circuit. Upon receiving a relay cell, an OR
looks up the cell’s circuit identifier and uses the corresponding key to remove a
layer of encryption. If the cell is headed away from the OP, the OR then checks
whether the resulting cell has a valid checksum. The checksum is composed of
two all-zero bytes and a four-byte digest computed through a seeded running
hash over the data. If valid, the OR interprets the relay cell to be intended for
itself (any node in the circuit can act as an exit node). Otherwise it looks up
the circuit identifier and the OR for the next hop in the circuit, replaces the
circuit identifier, and forwards the relay cell to the next OR in the circuit. If
the OR at the end of the circuit received an unrecognised relay cell, an error
has occurred and the circuit is torn down. An OP treats incoming relay cells
similarly: it iteratively removes an encryption layer for each OR on the circuit
from closest to farthest. If at any point the checksum is valid, the cell must have
originated at the OR whose layer has just been removed.

In Tor, all data exchanged between nodes is encapsulated in cells. In the
majority of cases, cells are of a fixed size. In version 4 and higher, fixed-size cells
are 514 bytes long and consist of a header and a payload portion. The header is
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composed of a four-byte circuit identifier id, and a single-byte command field cmd
indicating what to do with the cell’s payload. Circuit identifiers are connection-
specific, so as a cell travels along a circuit it will have a different circuit identifier
on each OP/OR and OR/OR connection that it traverses. The cell’s payload is
protected using onion encryption, where each cell is additionally TLS encrypted
on its OP/OR, resp. OR/OR connection. Based on their command field, cells
are either control cells to be interpreted by the node that receives them, or relay
cells which carry end-to-end stream data. Control cells serve to create, maintain
and tear down circuits. Relay cells have an additional relay header located at
the front of the payload composed of a two-byte stream identifier, a six-byte
checksum, a two-byte length field, and a single-byte relay command field. The
stream identifier allows multiple stream traffic to be multiplexed over the same
circuit. The checksum is used by ORs to determine whether they are the intended
recipient of the cell, while the length field specifies the size of the relay payload
in bytes. Relay commands are exchanged between the Onion Proxy and the exit
node to manage TCP streams, such as for instance to instruct an exit node to
open a TCP connection to some destination specified in the relay payload.

Our focus is on the onion encryption component of Tor, which means we will
abstract away most of the details of how an onion proxy initially connects to
the Tor network, how it chooses which circuit to create, and how the telescopic
key agreement operates. Instead, we will assume that all necessary keys have
already been established in a secure manner and that secure channels between
nodes (e.g. based on TLS) are readily available. We collapse the stream and the
relay protocols and only directly consider sending arbitrary length messages,
thus ignoring complications arising from treating data as a stream [22].

2.2 On The Relative Severity of Tagging Attacks

We have already alluded to the similarity between tagging attacks and traffic
correlation attacks, which in turn raises the question as to why should we bother
with tagging attacks at all when seemingly equally powerful attacks are possible.
There is indication however that tagging attacks can be significantly more dam-
aging than traffic correlation attacks. The arguments in support of this claim
stem from the analysis in two anonymous posts on the Tor developers’ mailing
list by The23rd Raccoon from 2008 and 2012 [35,36]. In turn these observations
prompted the Tor project to reverse its decision and seek to protect against tag-
ging attacks [31, 32]. We here attempt to give some insight into this rationale
but refer the reader to the actual posts for further details.

The main distinctive advantage of tagging attacks over traffic correlation
attacks is that a circuit can be confirmed with a zero chance of a false positive
(i.e. two end points being categorised as belonging to the same circuit when in
reality they do not). In contrast, traffic correlation techniques inevitably incur
false positives with non-zero probability. Moroever, the base rate fallacy implies
that even a relatively small false positive rate severely reduces the overall efficacy
of traffic correlation attacks as the network size increases [35]. While the original
post [35] did not make any mention of tagging attacks it is easy to see that
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tagging attacks are immune to this phenomenon and therefore scale much better
than traffic correlation attacks.

Another argument in support of the severity of tagging attacks is their inher-
ent “amplification” effect as described by The23rd Raccoon in 2012 [36]. (Per-
haps amplification is not the most appropriate term but to avoid confusion we
stick with The23rd Raccoon’s choice.) The amplification relies on the tear down
of circuits as soon as a tagged cell is not untagged at the exit of the network (and
similarly, whenever cells that were not previously tagged are “untagged”). The
immediate effect is that uncompromised circuits will be automatically filtered
out and the adversary does not have to dedicate further resources to them. A
secondary effect is that, when the OP attempts to re-establish a circuit using
a new path, with some probability both entry and exit routers will be under
adversarial control. Thus tagging attacks bias the creation of more compromised
circuits. In principle, this amplification could be simulated using a traffic corre-
lation attack by actively tearing down uncorrelated circuits, though again, false
positives limit the efficacy of this approach [36].

Regrettably, tagging attacks cannot easily be prevented by detection and
subsequent eviction of dishonest routers. For instance, although tagging attacks
have been known since at least 2004, in 2014 they were successfully deployed
against Tor without being noticed until months later [2]. Secondly, a client
can only detect modification as a circuit failure but the natural failure rate in
the Tor network is high enough to complicate timely detection of an attack.
Moreover, even if a circuit failure is correctly classified as an attack, identifying
the malicious onion routers is far from obvious. It requires independent onion
routers to collaborate, including a mechanism to resolve disputes as misbehav-
ing routers could manipulate the evidence in order to shift the blame on other
routers. Such collaboration is further hampered as the required exchange of in-
formation should not allow the reconstruction of the affected circuits as it would
de-anonymise their users in the process—precisely what we are trying to prevent
in the first place. Finally, an attacker in full control of the exit nodes through
which the tagged traffic flows can avoid detection altogether. Using tagging at-
tack in conjunction with preliminary traffic analysis could realistically lead to
such a scenario.

2.3 Notation

If S is a finite set then |S| denotes its size, and y ←$ S denotes the process of
selecting an element from S uniformly at random and assigning it to y. An oracle
may return the special symbol  to suppress output; in contrast ⊥ denotes an
error message that is output by some scheme.

We denote vectors in bold letters or explicitly by listing their components
in between [ ]. For any vector v, we denote its ith component by v[i], its size
by |v| and we endow it with a function v.append(e) that extends v with a new
component of value e. We use [e]n1 to denote a vector of size n whose entries
are all set to e. We also make use of queue structures, where for any queue Q
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the function calls Q.enqueue() and Q.dequeue() bear their usual meaning. Unless
otherwise specified, all vectors and queues are initially empty.

3 Modelling Onion Routing Networks

Ultimately, our goal is to quantify how well the cryptologic component of cell
creation and processing provides security and anonymity, even against adaptive
adversaries. Our model abstracts away certain aspects that are highly relevant
in practice (e.g. key management and traffic analysis), but that are to a large
extent orthogonal to the cryptographic channel security. To ensure our formalism
reasonably matches intuition, we embedded some Tor specific design choices
into our syntax, yet our syntax is considerably more general in order to capture
alternative cryptographic solutions as well. As a result, we strike a balance to
avoid needless complexity as much as possible.

We consider two types of roles, corresponding to Tor’s onion proxies and
onion routers, respectively. The onion routers and proxies are modelled by nodes
in a graph, with the (directed) edges representing possible direct communica-
tion. Our assumption is that each directed edge corresponds to an independent,
unidirectional secure channel, and that the graph is a complete directed graph,
allowing any party to communicate securely and directly (but not anonymously!)
with any other party. If desired, one could consider other graphs to represent
topological restrictions. All parties have a unique, publicly known identifier, and
can take on the role of both proxy and router—even though we often write as if
these are completely different entities.

As in Tor, the onion proxies are responsible for initializing circuits and for
encrypting messages to a circuit, which we assume is used for unidirectional
anonymous communication. A circuit consists of an onion proxy and a path p
through the graph of onion routers. The path should be acyclic and its length is
denoted `. The circuit is then represented as a vector of nodes p[1], . . . ,p[`] where
we abuse p[0] to refer to the circuit’s onion proxy so p allows the identification
of not only the ` routers, but also the proxy. By convention, we set p[`+ 1] = �
to indicate the end of a circuit, where the symbol � is reserved solely for this
purpose and cannot be assigned to any node. For any circuit, we use the terms
sending node, receiving node and forwarding nodes to refer respectively to the
OP, the path’s last node p[`] and intermediate nodes p[1], . . . ,p[` − 1] in the
path. Note that our receiving node corresponds to Tor’s exit node, whereas the
party outside the network with which the exit node communicates is beyond the
scope of our formalism.

Both onion proxies and onion routers maintain a vector of states, containing a
state for each of the circuits they are involved with. There is a notable difference
in their use, as proxies use their state for encryption and will know which circuit
it is for (and therefore which ‘state’ to use), whereas for routers, upon receipt of
a cell they will first have to figure out which of its circuits it is intended for, if
any. Accordingly, we split decryption into two separate stages, D and D̄, where D
is responsible for figuring out the relevant circuit and D̄ for the proper processing
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Fig. 2: Our syntax illustrated, showing the various possible outcomes during decryption.
The end-of-circuit symbol � indicates that the current node is the intended recipient;
the loops above algorithms indicate a state update.

of the cell. Note that the identity of the cell’s sender can be used to help identify
the circuit, though not necessarily uniquely as multiple circuits could be routed
along the same edge.

We require that a node maintains its individual decryption states in two
separate state vectors τ and τ̄ , relevant for D and D̄, respectively. Each time
a new cicuit is created, every forwarding and receiving node in that path will
append a new component to its decryption state vectors τ and τ̄ .

Our two-stage model (D, D̄) for the processing of cells, is very much a choice
for which level of generality to strive for. On the one hand, it reflects practical
protocol designs such as Tor, without being overly prescriptive on quite how
routing has to work. On the other hand, our model is evidently less general
than a single stage model, that might allow arbitrary changes to its state. Our
split in two stages, coupled with the restrictions on how the state looks and can
be affected, guarantees that the processing of cells for one circuit cannot unduly
influence the later processing of a cell associated to a different circuit. This guar-
anteed robustness significantly simplifies the definition of security games later
on, as all circuits which the adversary has not interacted with, will still behave
correctly. For a more general syntax, robustness does not follow automatically
and would have to be modelled separately.

3.1 Onion Encryption

A (symmetric) onion encryption scheme OE = (G,E,D, D̄) is a quadruple of
algorithms (see Fig. 2) to which we associate a message space MsgSp ⊆ {0, 1}∗
and a cell space CelSp ⊆ {0, 1}∗.

– The stateful circuit creation algorithm G is an abstraction of how circuits are
created (which in reality is more likely to be an interactive process). It takes
as input a path p that is not allowed to loop (by using the same router mul-
tiple times) and includes the proxy p[0]. It updates its own state % (initially
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% = ε) and returns an initial encryption state σ (given to p[0]) and two vec-
tors, t and t̄, of initial decryption state components, one for each router in the
path, so |t| = |t̄| = |p|. Upon receipt of their respective entries of t and t̄, the
routers append these entries to their decryption state pair (τ , τ̄ ). That is, if
p = [a, b, c, d, e], we update the individual decryption states by the following
sequence of operations: τ b.append(t[1]), τ̄ b.append(t̄[1]), . . . , τ e.append(t[4]),
τ̄ e.append(t̄[4]). Similarly the proxy’s encryption state vector is updated by
σa.append(σ). As shown above, we will indicate the identity of the node to
which a state vector or state variable belongs through its subscript. See also
Add(p) (Fig. 3) for G in action.

– The algorithm E is used by a proxy to send messages to one of its circuits.
Given the current encryption state σ[w] for a circuit indexed locally by w
and a message m ∈ MsgSp, the algorithm E updates the encryption state
and returns an initial cell c ∈ CelSp as well as the identity d of the router to
which the cell has to be forwarded to.

– The deterministic algorithms D and D̄ are jointly responsible for processing
an incoming cell c by a router. In the first stage, D associates the cell c to
one of its circuits, where it can also use the identity of the source node s
from which it received the cell. Importantly, D takes as additional input the
node’s entire first decryption state τ , but without the possibility to change
this state. It returns a ‘local’ index w indicating to which circuit it has
associated the cell and hence which component of the second decryption
state τ̄ should be used by D̄ to process the cell. The symbol ⊥ indicates that
the cell could not be associated to a circuit.
In the second stage, D̄ takes the state component τ̄ [w], as well as the source
node and cell. It can update the decryption state component (though not any
other part of the state) and return an output string x and a destination node
d. The value d indicates the node to which the string x is to be forwarded,
where x ∈ CelSp. Alternatively, if d = �, the router knows it is the intended
recipient, in which case x ∈ MsgSp ∪ {⊥}.

A cell’s trajectory and lifecycle. Once E has output a cell c and an initial
router d, we could start following that cell through the network: present the cell
c to d, receiving new cell c′ and destination d′, so forward c′ to d′, etc. until a
router either outputs ⊥ or d′ = �. This process determines the trajectory of the
cell, namely the chronological sequence of routers that process it, as well as the
lifecycle of the cell, namely the sequence of cells that is input to routers during
this processing.

In the description above, we implicitly assumed that the routers on the cell’s
trajectory were exclusively processing the cells in its lifecycle. In reality there
will be much more traffic that the routers will process. This additional processing
can affect the routers’ states and consequently change the real-life trajectory and
lifecycle of a cell. Our syntactical choices, such as deterministic processing by
D̄, ensure that the lifecycle of a cell is fixed, as long as the real-life trajectory
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matches the path corresponding to the cell’s intended circuit (cf. the security
notion trajectory integrity, see the full version [18]). The ability to effectively
predetermine a cell’s lifecycle will turn out crucial when defining the security
notion circuit hiding (Definition 4); it was exploited using a slightly different
formalism in the context of public key, circuitless onion routing [11].

Local versus global perspective. A key goal of onion routing is to ensure
that routers are unable to link the recipient of a message to the proxy from
which it originated, unless all the routers on a circuit collude. This necessitates
that the router’s view of a circuit is local: it knows which of its own circuits a
cell belongs to (D’s output), but otherwise a router should only be aware of the
nodes that are directly adjacent to it.

Yet, when formalizing security notions (or correctness), we will need a global
view and a way to move effortlessly from a router’s local perspective to a more
global view. To this end, we associate a global circuit index to each circuit upon
creation and define the function map that takes a global circuit index and router
index on the corresponding circuit and maps it to the node identifier and local
circuit index. We allow the router index to be 0, so for instance (v, w) = map(i, 0)
indicates that v = pi[0] is the proxy for the circuit with global index i. The
partial inverse map map−1 takes a node’s identifier (which cannot be �) and its
local circuit index, and maps it back to the global view: which circuit is this and
how far along the circuit does v occur. Both map and map−1 are dynamically
defined (as new circuits can be created) and both are only ever called on their
proper domains (values for which the functions are by then well-defined), with
the convention that map(i, |pi|+ 1) and map(i,−1) are set to (�, 0).

3.2 Correctness

Correctness guarantees that honestly generated cells are routed correctly and
decrypt to the original messages at their intended destination in the same order
as they were sent. Correctness should hold regardless of which circuits are created
when, or the order in which cells are processed, as long as the order of cells
belonging to the same circuit is preserved.

We formulate correctness through a game (see Fig. 3) whereby a scheduler is
allowed to create circuits, choose the messages to be sent by the sending nodes,
and determine the order in which individual routers process cells across different
circuits. Reordering of cells belonging to different circuits models unpredictabil-
ity of delays across the physical network, as well as the router’s (limited) liberty
to mix up the processing of cells to hamper traffic analysis. The scheduler how-
ever is not allowed to tamper with cells.

Concretely, for each circuit i we maintain a list mi of the messages being sent
through that circuit (using Enc), and check at the router’s end (Pass) whether
the messages arrive in order (the counter ctri indicates the next message on mi

that should be received). Moreover, for each circuit i and each of the |pi| routers
on its path (counted using j), we maintain a queue Qij to keep track of the cells
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that are waiting to be processed by that router. Thus processing a cell by a
forwarding router results in dequeuing for the current router and circuit, and
enqueuing for its successor router.

Definition 1 (Correctness). An onion encryption scheme OE is said to be
correct if for all scheduling algorithms S (including computationally unbounded
ones) it holds that:

Pr
[

TRANSMITSOE ⇒ true
]

= 0 ,

where the game TRANSMIT is given in Figure 3.

Game TRANSMITSOE

%← ε; n← 0

win← false

SAdd,Enc,Pass

return win

Pass(i, j)

if ¬(0 < j ≤ `i) ∨Qi
j = [ ]

return  

c← Qi
j .dequeue()

s← pi[j − 1]

(v, w′)← map(i, j)

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

if w 6= w′

win← true

return ⊥
(τ̄ v[w], d, x)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

if j < `i ∧ d = pi[j + 1]

Qi
j+1.enqueue(x)

elseif j = `i ∧ d = � ∧ x = mi[ctri]

ctri ← ctri + 1

else win← true

return (d, x)

Enc(i,m)

(v, w)← map(i, 0)

mi.append(m)

(σv[w], d, c)← E(σv[w],m)

if d 6= pi[1]

win← true

else

Qi
1.enqueue(c)

return (d, c)

Add(p)

if |p| ≥ 1

n← n+ 1

pn ← p; `n ← |p|
ctrn ← 1

(%, σ, t, t̄)← G(%,p)

if |t| 6= `n ∨ |t̄| 6= `n

win← true

σp[0].append(σ)

for j = 1 to `n

v ← p[j]

τ v.append(t[j])

τ̄ v.append(t̄[j])

return n

Fig. 3: The TRANSMIT game used to define correctness for onion encryption schemes.
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3.3 Security

Onion routing networks should satisfy a range of security notions. In Section 5
we will deal with anonymity (in the form of circuit-hiding), and in Section 4 we
concentrate on integrity and confidentiality, where the goal is that every circuit
should implement a secure channel, even if the adversary has full control of the
intermediate routers. Though we cannot give full control to an adversary in the
anonymity setting, our security definitions in both sections share a number of
modelling choices, as explained below.

Firstly, all our security notions are game-based where we simply define an
adversary’s advantage, without making an explicit and precise statement of what
constitutes “secure”. This concrete security approach is gaining traction for real
world cryptosystems and would be harder to achieve in for instance an asymp-
totic UC framework. Secondly, all our formal definitions are multi-user definitions
in the context of the entire routing network. For simplicity and wherever possible,
our intuitive explanations only address what happens for a single circuit.

The customary threat model is to protect against adversaries who can “ob-
serve some fraction of network traffic; who can generate, modify, delete, or delay
traffic; who can operate onion routers of their own; and who can compromise
some fraction of the onion routers.” [20]. When we map this threat model to our
formal model, we first need to factor in the effect of the secure, unidirectional
node-to-node communication. On a single edge, a passive outside adversary will
be able to see the timing and volume of traffic. While this is extremely potent
information to perform traffic analysis, our focus on the core cryptographic com-
ponent renders this information largely out of scope. An active outside adversary
can delay traffic on an edge (or delete all future traffic), but the edge’s chan-
nel security will prevent it from inserting, modifying (including reordering and
replaying), or deleting any of these cells. However, if a router is set to receive
two cells from different routers, the adversary could control which one will arrive
first. Fortunately, our two-stage approach to decryption with the router’s state
update restricted to a single circuit, makes the order in which cells associated to
different circuits are processed irrelevant. Thus, for circuit hiding (Section 5) we
restrict the adversary to the network interface it obtains from the compromised
onion routers. For channel security we expand the adversary’s power slightly (see
Section 4).

The operation and compromise of routers is modelled by selective corrup-
tions, where the adversary has to specify the set C of nodes it wishes to corrupt
at the outset. For corrupted nodes, an adversary will learn the state of the router
(incl. future updates), have access to all incoming cells to that router, and have
full control over the cells being sent out to other routers. Recalling that circuit
creation G outputs the triple (σ, t, t̄) encoding the state updates of the proxy
and routers on the circuit’s path, we denote with (σ, t, t̄)|C those state updates
that are associated with corrupted nodes.

Our choice for selective corruptions only is informed by the often unfore-
seen complications that adaptive corruptions bring with them (see for instance
selective opening attacks [4] and non-committing encryption [34]). Moreover, for-
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malizing secure channels in a multi-user setting is relatively uncommon (cf. [30])
and introducing adaptive corruptions is, as far as we are aware of, unexplored.

4 Channel Security

We model channel security by considering both integrity and confidentiality,
where we concentrate on the end-to-end effect (so plaintext integrity instead
of ciphertext integrity and left-or-right indistinguishability instead of ciphertext
indistinguishability). Moreover, we consider a slightly stronger threat model as
the one alluded to above: even if an adversary has not corrupted a node, we will
allow the adversary full control over its incoming and outgoing edges. Thus the
end-to-end channel security of a circuit established by Tor should rely purely
on its two end points not being compromised. Consequently, the unidirectional
node-to-node security provided by TLS is of no use to establish channel security.

Plaintext integrity. Plaintext integrity guarantees that, even in the presence
of an adversary with almost full knowledge of all states and full control of the
network, an honest receiving node can be reassured that the messages it outputs
correspond to those being sent (assuming the sending node is uncompromised).
This captures the inability for an adversary to inject, modify, reorder, or replay
messages.

The game PINT (Figure 4) models plaintext integrity. For each circuit with
an honest proxy, we maintain a list mi to check whether messages arrive un-
modified and in the correct order at the honest receiver. The oracle Proc(s, v, c)
models node v’s processing of cell c received from s. We do not insist that s is
corrupt, thus we allow an adversary to inject cells even on edges for which it
does not control the sending node, notwithstanding our assumption on secure
node-to-node communication. This modest strengthening of the notion results
in a slightly cleaner game.

Mirroring the correctness game, the counter ctrn indicates the next mes-
sage on mn that should be received. As one would when defining plaintext
integrity for ordinary channels, if the honest receiver accepts a message that
wasn’t sent (in that order), the adversary wins. Additionally—and this concept
appears unique for routing networks—if an intermediate forwarding router be-
lieves a cell contains a valid message intended for it, the adversary wins. This
win is a consequence of our choice not to allow “leaky pipes” [20].

Also note that indexing a vector component that does not exist is assumed
to return a special symbol outside the set {0, 1}∗. That is, for any vector m and
any k > 0, if |m| = t then m[t + k] 6= ε. In particular if the onion encryption
scheme allows ‘dummy’ cells that decrypt to the empty string, an adversary that
is able to forge such a dummy cell is deemed successful in the game PINT.

Definition 2. The plaintext integrity advantage of adversary A against OE is
defined by

AdvPINT
OE (A) = Pr

[
PINTAOE ⇒ true

]
,

where the game PINT is given in Figure 4.
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Game PINTAOE

%← ε; n← 0

win← false

(C, st)← A1

AAdd,Enc,Proc
2 (st)

return win

Add(p)

if |p| ≥ 1

n← n+ 1

pn ← p; `n ← |p|
ctrn ← 1; syncn ← true

(%, σ, t, t̄)← G(%,p)

σp[0].append(σ)

for j = 1 to `n

v ← p[j]

τ v.append(t[j])

τ̄ v.append(t̄[j])

return (σ, t, t̄)|C

Enc(i,m)

(v, w)← map(i, 0)

if v ∈ C
return  

mi.append(m)

(σv[w], d, c)← E(σv[w],m)

return (d, c)

Proc(s, v, c)

if v ∈ C
return  

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

if w =⊥
return ⊥

(i, j)← map−1(v, w)

(τ̄ v[w], d, x)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

if d = � ∧ x 6=⊥
if j = `i ∧ x = mi[ctri]

ctri ← ctri + 1

else

win← true

return (d, x)

Fig. 4: The PINT game used to define plaintext integrity for onion encryption schemes.
The syncn flags in the Add(p) oracle are used in later games.

Confidentiality. Confidentiality guarantees that an adversary gains no knowl-
edge about the content of messages being sent on a circuit, as long as both the
receiving and sending nodes are uncompromised. Otherwise, the adversary may
have full knowledge of all states (except %) and full control of the network. As
usual for confidentiality, it is possible to provide both a passive ‘CPA’ and an
active ‘CCA’ variant. Our game (Figure 5) captures ‘chosen cell attacks’; for
the weaker chosen plaintext attack variant simply remove adversarial access to
Proc.

The mechanism to define chosen cell attacks is an adaptation of left-or-
right CCA indistinguishability for stateful encryption [6], combined with the
plaintext-oriented suppression of ‘decryption’ queries as introduced in the con-
text of RCCA security [12]. (The ‘R’ from RCCA for replayable has become a
misnomer in our context.) In our view, a plaintext-oriented CCA notion better
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matches the philosophy of end-to-end security (like plaintext integrity), making
it cleaner to define and less dependent on assumptions how the channel is imple-
mented. We opted for left-or-right over real-or-random as the former in general
appears slightly more robust in a multi-user setting [7], despite their fairly tight
equivalence for a single-instance.

The lists mi are as before, though as we are considering a left-or-right no-
tion, they will either contain all the ‘left’ or all the ‘right’ messages. The Proc
oracle plays the role of decryption oracle, which would result in trivial wins if an
adversary were allowed to learn the decryption result of the final cell. As long
as the receiving router is in-sync with the proxy, the message to be output will
be suppressed from the adversary (by returning  instead). Once a single mes-
sage deviates (which includes the error symbol ⊥) the receiving node is deemed
out-of-sync and henceforth its output will no longer be suppressed. Intermediate
nodes are deemed out-of-sync from the get go, so their output will never be sup-
pressed; of course an adversary might well have corrupted all forwarding nodes
in the circuit.

Definition 3. The plaintext confidentiality advantage of adversary A against
OE is defined by

AdvLOR
OE (A) = 2 · Pr

[
LORAOE ⇒ true

]
− 1 ,

where the game LOR is given in Figure 5.

Trajectory integrity. If all behaviour is honest, a cell is guaranteed by cor-
rectness to follow its intended trajectory. However, an adversary could interfere
by injecting and modifying traffic potentially affecting the routing of cells. We
provide a formal definition of inconsistent routing in the full version [18] under
the name (cell) trajectory integrity. We assume an adversary has full control over
the network and it knows all the parties’ secrets, notwithstanding we assume all
parties will still honestly process cells using the Proc(s, v, c) oracle. Both D and
D̄ could lead to inconsistent routing, where a cell’s trajectory does not match
the path of a single circuit, or does not match the path of the circuit originally
used by the proxy to create the cell (modelled by the Enc(i,m) oracle).

5 Anonymity

Overview. In an onion routing network, anonymity relies on a number of fac-
tors, such as the size of the network, the amount of traffic, the length of the
anonymous channels (circuits), etc. Anonymity services such as sender anonymity
and unlinkability can only be attained if the topology of the network of circuits
remains hidden. We investigate how the cryptographic properties of an onion
encryption scheme can contribute towards hiding the network’s topology from
an adversary.
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Game LORAOE

%← ε; n← 0

win← false

b←$ {0, 1}
(C, st)← A1

b′ ← AAdd,Enc,Proc
2 (st)

return b = b′

Enc(i,m0,m1)

(v, w)← map(i, 0)

if v ∈ C ∨ pi[`i] ∈ C ∨ |m0| 6= |m1|
return  

mi.append(mb)

(σv[w], d, c)← E(σv[w],mb)

return (d, c)

Proc(s, v, c)

if v ∈ C
return  

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

if w =⊥
return ⊥

(i, j)← map−1(v, w)

(τ̄ v[w], d, x)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

if j = `i ∧ d = �
if c = mi[ctri] ∧ synci = true

ctri ← ctri + 1

return  
else

synci ← false

return (d, x)

Fig. 5: The LOR game used to define left-or-right indistinguishability for onion encryp-
tion schemes. For the Add(p) oracle refer to Figure 4.

Our starting point is an indistinguishability game where the adversary gets
to interact with one of two possible networks of his choice, and is required to
guess which network it is interacting with. The adversary’s interaction with and
view of the network is facilitated by the nodes of the network it has corrupted
and thus controls. An adversary controlling part of the network will inevitably
gain partial information about that network, in particular about the topology
of its circuits. For instance, for a corrupted node, an adversary will always be
able to learn the previous and subsequent nodes of each of the corrupted node’s
circuits. For a circuit being routed through a contiguous sequence of corrupted
nodes, the adversary can piece together the directed subcircuit as formed by
those corrupted nodes and their adjacent honest nodes. The restrictions on an
adversary’s behaviour to avoid ‘trivial’ wins (e.g. if these observable, directed
subcircuits differ between the two worlds) form a critical component of our circuit
hiding game C-HIDE.

In the first stage of this game (see Figure 7), the adversary A1 specifies a pair
of vectors of circuits W0 and W1, and a set of corrupted nodes C. Subject to a
number of checks to avoid trivial wins (implemented by the predicate Valid as
explained below), the game uses the procedure Init-Circ to initialize either the
W0 or W1 network. The adversary is given τC containing the states of corrupted
nodes, but with a twist: after all circuits have been created by Init-Circ, the
router’s decryption-state vectors are all shuffled (and the map function will refer
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to the state post-shuffle). The shuffling reflects a secure implementation that
avoids “order” correlation attacks by linking traffic through the order in which
circuits were set up. For further justification on why this shuffling is necessary,
we refer the reader to the full version of this paper [18]. Without this shuffling,
security against active attacks appears a lot harder to achieve in the absence of
very strong cell integrity.

In addition, the adversary is given access to the network by means of two
oracles. The encryption oracle Enc can be used to trigger honest proxies to
encrypt any message for one of its circuits. The network oracle Net provides
collective and suitably restricted access to the honest routers in the network, as
explained below. The goal of the adversary it to guess which of the two networks
(W0 or W1) it is interacting with.

Below we will often refer to segments of a circuit. A circuit segment is defined
to be a maximal subpath of a circuit such that its constituent nodes are either
all honest or all corrupt. Thus any circuit uniquely decomposes into multiple
segments (alternating honest and corrupt) and we can refer to, say, the first
honest segment or the second corrupted segment in a circuit. Here the order of
segments is understood to start from and include the proxy.

Challenge validity (W0,W1, C). The predicate Valid(W0,W1, C) checks
that the adversary’s choice of networks does not allow a trivial win. A fair
number of conditions are checked for this purpose, where we additionally disal-
low some settings where, without loss of generality, an adversary could achieve
the same advantage while adhering to our restrictions (if corruptions were adap-
tive, these simplifications would be less clean). We list the conditions and their
justifications below.

1. The two circuit vectors W0 and W1 contain the same number of
circuits, i.e. |W0| = |W1|.

The interface which we provide to the adversary for interacting with the network
allows it to easily infer the number n of circuits present in the network; mainly
through its oracles and by inspecting the states of the nodes that it controls.
While for sufficiently large networks this may be hard to determine in practice,
we do not aim to conceal this information through cryptographic means.

2. Every circuit in W0 and W1 contains at most two corrupted seg-
ments.

This restriction keeps the complexity of the security definition manageable. The
consequence of this assumption is that the most complicated honest–corrupt
configuration for a circuit will be two corrupted segments and up to three hon-
est segments, with one of these honest segments sandwiched between the corrupt
nodes. This middle honest segment will play an import role. For circuits consist-
ing of a proxy and three routers—the default circuit length in Tor and sufficient
for a minimal working example of the tagging attack [24]—the restriction is
without loss of generality.
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3. For each i, circuitsW0[i] andW1[i] share a subpath [v1, v2, . . . , vm−1, vm]
where v2 is the first corrupted node in either circuit, nodes v2 . . . , vm−1
are corrupted, and either vm is honest or it is the last node in both
W0[i] and W1[i].

When we introduce the Enc oracle, an adversary will be able to select a circuit
with an honest proxy and ask for a message to be encrypted. The resulting ci-
phertext will be processed by the honest routers before a cell is handed to one
of the routers under adversarial control. While the specific path a circuit index
points to depends on which network the adversary is interacting with, this con-
dition ensures that a message encrypted for circuit i will reach the adversary on
the same edge and, where applicable, reenters the honest component identically,
irrespective of the challenge bit b.

4. For a given circuit vector consider the multiset of subpaths
[v1, v2, . . . , vm−1, vm] where nodes v1 and vm are honest and nodes v2 . . . , vm−1
are corrupted. Then the corresponding multisets forW0 andW1 should
be identical.

An adversary can always infer the directed subcircuits overlapping with the
nodes it has corrupted, by observing to which state component (w) a cell gets
associated to at each corrupted node. Thus the two networks are required to
match on these directed subcircuits, including the adjacent honest nodes.

5. For all i, if either W0[i][0] ∈ C or W1[i][0] ∈ C then W0[i] =W1[i].

If a circuit’s proxy is corrupted in either of the two worlds, then the corresponding
circuit must be the same in both networks. The rationale is that we assume that
a proxy’s state reveals the entire path of routers for each of the circuits it is
involved in.

Altogether the conditions so far ensure that any information that is inevitably
leaked through the corrupted nodes is identical in both worlds; the final two
conditions are simplifying conditions.

6. For all i there exists j > 0 such that W0[i][j] 6∈ C.

Every circuit must contain at least one honest router. If all routers in a circuit
were corrupted (possibly with an honest proxy), by condition 3 the circuit (in-
cluding the proxy) must be identical in both networks. The inclusion of such
circuits does not benefit the adversary, as can be shown by a straightforward
reduction, so for simplicity we assume that every circuit includes at least one
honest router.

7. Every circuit in W0 and W1 contains at least one router in C.

An adversary has very little control over a circuit consisting entirely of hon-
est nodes: while it could trigger the encryption oracle, it wouldn’t actually be
able to observe any of the cells travelling on that circuit (as all the connections
between honest nodes are protected). Moreover, for schemes that satisfy trajec-
tory integrity, the creation and operation of honest circuits has no influence on
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Fig. 6: An example of a valid challenge, where W0 = [ [2, 6, 9, 13], [1, 3, 6, 10, 12, 15],
[4, 7, 10, 13, 14], [5, 8, 11, 13] ], W1 = [ [2, 6, 9, 13, 14], [3, 6, 10], [1, 4, 7, 10, 12, 15],
[5, 8, 11, 13] ], and C = {5, 6, 7, 14, 15} (marked in red).

the rest of the network (cryptographically speaking). Therefore, without loss of
generality, we assume that the network does not contain all-honest circuits.

As each circuit has to contain at least one honest node and one corrupt node,
for all circuits p in the C-HIDE game we will have that |p| ≥ 2.

An example of a valid challenge for the circuit-hiding game is depicted in
Figure 6. Both circuit vectors contain 4 circuits, each of which contain at most
two corrupted segments. In this particular case the proxy of circuit [5, 8, 11, 13]
is corrupt and accordingly it is identical in both worlds. The encryption oracle
can be queried on any of the first three circuits (i.e. i ∈ {1, 2, 3}), as their
proxies are honest. In W0 the onion proxies corresponding to the three indices
are 2, 1, and 4, whereas in W1 they are 2, 3, and 1. However in either case
the corresponding cells are returned on the same edges, i.e. (2, 6), (3, 6), (4, 7).
The Net oracle consists of the subgraph containing the nodes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
and can be accessed through four input edges (6, 9), (6, 10), (7, 10), (5, 8) and
two output edges (12, 15), (13, 14). Note that while the internal structure of this
subgraph differs between the two cases, the interface that the adversary sees, i.e.
the set of input and output edges, is identical in both worlds, as required.

The Init-Circ procedure. For each circuit in Wb this procedure calls G to
create initial states for the proxy and routers involved. Additionally some book-
keeping is performed similar to prior games. Novel are the two sets of circuit
indices, Ien and Inop, that Init-Circ keeps track of, for later use by the Net
oracle.

The set Ien contains the indices of all circuits which have an honest proxy
and contain an entry edge (the predicate en returns true), namely an edge from
a corrupt node to an honest node.
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Game C-HIDEAOE

(W0,W1, C, st)← A1

if ¬Valid(W0,W1, C)
return false

∀i synci ← true

%← ε; n← 0; b←$ {0, 1}
Init-Circ(Wb)

τC ← {(v,σv, τ v, τ̄ v) | v ∈ C}

b′ ← AEnc,Net
2 (st, τC)

return b = b′

Net(z)

∀i assci ← 0; x← [ ]

for i′ = 1 to |z|
(s, v, c)← z[i′]

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

if s 6∈ C ∨ v ∈ C ∨ w =⊥
return  

for i′ = 1 to |z|
(s, v, c)← z[i′]; c∗ ← c

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

(τ̄ v[w], d, c)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

(i, j)← map(v, w)

while d 6∈ C ∧ d 6= �
s← v; v ← d

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

(τ̄ v[w], d, c)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

if d ∈ C
x.append(v, d, c)

if d ∈ C ∨ i ∈ Inop
assci ← assci + 1

if c∗ 6= Qi.dequeue()

synci ← false

if
∨

i∈Ien

(synci ∨ assci 6= 1)

return  
return sort(x)

Init-Circ(W)

for i = 1 to |W|
n← n+ 1; pn ←W[i]

(%, σ, t, t̄)← G(%,pn)

`n ← |pn|
syncn ← true

σpn[0].append(σ)

for j = 1 to `n

v ← pn[j]

τ v.append(t[j])

τ̄ v.append(t̄[j])

if en(pn, C) ∧ pn[0] 6∈ C
Ien ← Ien ∪ {i}
if nop(pn, C)
Inop ← Inop ∪ {i}

foreach v

Shuffle(σv, τ v, τ̄ v)

Enc(i,m)

(v, w)← map(i, 0)

if v ∈ C
return  

(σv[w], d, c)← E(σv[w],m)

while d 6∈ C
s← v; v ← d

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

(τ̄ v[w], d, c)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

(v∗, d∗, c∗)← (v, d, c)

while d ∈ C
s← v; v ← d

w ← D(τ v, s, c)

(τ̄ v[w], d, c)← D̄(τ̄ v[w], s, c)

if d 6= �

(i, j)← map−1(v, w)

Qi.enqueue(c)

return (v∗, d∗, c∗)

Fig. 7: The C-HIDE game used to define circuit-hiding security for onion encryption.
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The set Inop is a subset of Ien. It contains those circuits in Ien for which the
adversary is unable to observe an output. Specifically, the predicate nop returns
true iff after the first entry edge the circuit contains no corrupted nodes, i.e. the
circuit contains only one corrupted segment. Thus an adversary may inject cells
into these circuits through the entry edge, but lacking a later corrupted segment,
it is unable to ‘catch’ the processed cells. Note however that such circuits are
still highly relevant in the C-HIDE game as the adversary should not be able to
infer which cells produce no output.

The Enc oracle. This oracle allows the adversary to encrypt a messagem under
any circuit i whose proxy is honest. As the adversary can only observe edges
where one of the constituent nodes is corrupted, it will only get the ciphertext
as output by the proxy if it happens to control the node which the proxy forwards
it to. Otherwise we need to progress the ciphertext through the honest part of
the circuit, until hitting a corrupted router. The first while loop takes care of
this progression, resulting in a cell c∗ and edge (v∗, d∗) that will be returned to
the adversary.

However, before doing so, there is some further bookkeeping to be done on
behest of the Net oracle. Recall that we allow up to two corrupt segments per
circuit, so presumably after the corrupt segment starting with d∗ the circuit can
turn honest, and then corrupt again. In other words, there will be an honest
middle segment. The Net oracle will allow the adversary to query these honest
middle segments for all circuits simultaneously. Clearly, given Enc’s interface,
the adversary will know what messages are concealed across the various cells.
Then it can always forward these to the Net oracle, where the cells it returns (at
the interface between the honest segments and the second corrupt component)
will correspond to a subset of the original set of messages. However, the adversary
does not know which messages reside in which cells, though figuring this out
would trivially identify the circuit over which the cell was sent (e.g. by embedding
i in the message). To prevent trivial wins when an adversary also controls exit
nodes (and is therefore able to recover plaintext) the Net oracle will suppress
certain queries, based on the bookkeeping that Enc is about to do.

In the second while loop, the cell c∗ is progressed further along the corrupted
segment until the first honest node is encountered. Here the premise is that the
nodes in the corrupted segment behave honestly (where the cells are processed
using the routers’ original state variables τ̄ v[w] as the adversary has its own
separate states).

This process allows us to predetermine the cell c that the first honest node
d will receive from the corrupted segment. Unless we already reached the end of
the circuit (in which case d = �), we add this cell to a queue Qi corresponding
to the circuit i. The queue will be used by the Net oracle to detect when cells
sent by corrupt routers digress from these stored values. Once this happens, an
adversary has become active with respect to that circuit.
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The Net oracle. Finally, we give the adversary oracle access to the honest
component of the network that it can inject traffic into. These are the honest
circuit segments that are preceded by corrupted nodes. In turn these honest
circuit segments may lead into a second corrupted segment or remain honest
until the end. Hence, the Net oracle may return less cells than it receives in
its input. Circuits with a corrupted proxy are also accessible through the Net
oracle, but since they must be identical in both worlds, their corresponding
output edges will be known to the adversary.

We will impose a number of restrictions on the Net oracle. After all, if the
adversary could query each honest circuit segment individually, it could distin-
guishing the two networks simply by observing on which edge the corresponding
cell is received. For this reason, the adversary can only query the honest circuit
segments in parallel, so the sandwiched honest component behaves a little like
a mix net.

Moreover, as already mentioned when discussing Enc, if the adversary is able
to forward the cells obtained from Enc straight into Net (without modification),
decryption of the resulting cells (using corrupted routers) would again allow to
distinguish the two networks. Accordingly we restrict the oracle to only return
an output when all honest circuit segments are queried in parallel and are all out
of sync. The flag synci keeps track of whether circuit i is still in sync or whether
it has gone out of sync. The exact meaning of a circuit being in or out of sync
will be explained shortly.

Throughout, the adversary may query an honest circuit segment individually,
but the output will be suppressed. This allows the adversary to progress the
states of the routers along a particular circuit, prior to making the next ‘parallel’
query.

After intercepting cells through the Enc oracle, the adversary can manipu-
late, replay and re-order these cells and re-inject them into the honest part of
the network through the Net oracle. As its input it takes a vector z of triples,
each identifying a cell together with the edge on which it is incident. The first
for loop verifies that this input satisfies two conditions. The first is that all
cells be incident on an edge which the adversary has access to, that is, an entry
edge. The other condition is that all cells must be associated to some circuit (i.e.
w 6=⊥) by the honest node of the entry edge on which they are incident. If both
checks are successful, the second for loop progresses each cell through the honest
segments of their respective trajectories. In every iteration it stores the initial
cell c∗ and the circuit index i to which c∗ was associated by the first processing
node v. Every cell is progressed along its trajectory until it reaches a corrupted
node or its destination. If the cell has reached a corrupted node, the cell and the
corresponding output edge are stored in the output vector x. In addition if the
cell has reached a corrupted node or the circuit produces no output (i ∈ Inop),
the assc and sync variables for the associated circuit are updated. The variable
assci keeps track of how many ciphertexts are associated to circuit i in a single
oracle call. On the other hand, synci keeps track of whether the adversary has
become active with respect to circuit i. This is determined by comparing c∗ with
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W0

n1 n2

n3 n4

n5

n6 n7

W1

n1 n2

n3 n4

n5

n6 n7

Fig. 8: The challenge used in the tagging attack example of Section 5.1, where
W0 = [ [n1, n3, n5, n6], [n2, n4, n5, n7] ], W1 = [ [n1, n3, n5, n7], [n2, n4, n5, n6] ], and
C = {n3, n4, n6, n7} (marked in red).

the next available ciphertext in the queue corresponding to circuit i. If these
don’t match, synci is set to false, indicating that the circuit went out of sync.
Once a circuit goes out of sync, it stays out of sync.

It is important to note the conditions under which we update these variables.
In particular, if a circuit contains two entry edges, a cell will only affect these
variables if it has been injected through the first entry edge of that circuit. Clearly
cells injected through the second entry edge will produce no output either.

An output is returned to the adversary only if every circuit in the set Ien
has exactly one cell in z associated to it and is out of sync. The first condition
stops the adversary from correlating the endpoints merely through the number
of cells that are input and output at each end. The latter condition is analogous
to the suppression of output in stateful security definitions [1, 5, 10, 22]. On the
other hand, circuits that have a corrupted proxy or whose routers are either all
corrupted or all honest are excluded from this requirement (since we quantify
over Ien).

Finally, before returning the output to the adversary we sort its components
lexicographically to prevent the adversary from correlating the outputs with the
inputs based on the ordering in which they have been processed by Net.

Definition 4. The circuit hiding advantage of adversary A against OE is de-
fined by

AdvC-HIDE
OE (A) = 2 · Pr

[
C-HIDEAOE ⇒ true

]
− 1 ,

where the game C-HIDE is given in Figure 7.

5.1 Capturing Tagging Attacks

One of our main goals was to arrive to an anonymity definition that captures
tagging attacks, we now confirm that this is indeed the case. Consider Tor’s
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current onion encryption scheme, based on counter-mode AES, described in
Section 2.1. This scheme is not C-HIDE secure as evidenced by the following
attack. The adversary outputs the challenge described in Figure 8. For any ar-
bitrary message m it makes two encryption queries, (1,m) and (2,m), obtaining
in return the respective replies, (n1, n3, c1) and (n2, n4, c2). The adversary pro-
gresses these cells past nodes n3 and n4 respectively, using its own copy of the
nodes’ states, to obtain the respective cells c3 and c4. It then tags both cells by
flipping the last bit and last two bits of each cell respectively, that is, it queries
[(n3, n5, c3 ⊕ 1), (n4, n5, c4 ⊕ 11)] to the Net oracle. Since the cells’ headers are
unchanged each circuit will have exactly one cell associated to it, in addition
both circuits will be out of sync because both cells have been modified by the
adversary. Thus the oracle’s output will not be suppressed and it will be of the
form [(n5, n6, c5), (n5, n7, c′5)]. At this point the adversary attempts to untag the
cells and process them at their respective exit nodes, i.e. c5 ⊕ 1 at node n6 and
c′5⊕11 at node n7. If both decrypt correctly the adversary outputs 0 as its guess
and 1 otherwise. It is easy to see that the adversary’s advantage is very close to
1; the only time it fails is when both c5⊕10 and c′5⊕10 decrypt correctly, which
happens with low probability.

6 Preventing Tagging Attacks

On an intuitive level it is evident that tagging attacks in Tor are enabled by
the inherent malleability of counter-mode encryption which carries on across
multiple layers of encryption. Proposal 202 [31] identified two potential ways
of addressing this. One approach would be to borrow from mix-net designs by
appending a MAC tag to each encryption layer, where after tag verification each
node would re-pad the cell to its original length [16,17]. The other was to replace
counter mode encryption with a Variable-Input-Length (VIL) tweakable cipher,
as used in disk encryption, which impedes malleability without incurring any ci-
phertext expansion. Clearly the increased space efficiency of this latter approach
is a huge bonus, but back in 2012 all known VIL tweakable cipher constructions
were significantly slower than counter mode encryption. This changed however
with the advent of AEZ [26] whose efficiency is comparable to that of counter
mode AES, albeit at the expense of a more heuristic security analysis. Now hav-
ing a viable instantiation, the Tor project put forward a concrete design for a
new onion encryption scheme in proposal 261 [32]. We will refer to the onion
encryption scheme described therein as Tor261. We emphasize that a VIL tweak-
able cipher is only a building block, and constructing a secure onion encryption
scheme from it is substantially non-trival. The rest of this section is devoted to
put the security of Tor261 on firm grounds, but we first describe Tor261 in more
detail.

6.1 VIL Tweakable Ciphers and AEZ

As the name suggests, a VIL tweakable cipher is a tweakable cipher that can
operate over inputs of varying length. More precisely it is a pair of deterministic
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algorithms (Π,Π−1) each of which takes a key K, a tweak tw and a string x,
respectively y, to return a string y, respectively x, where |x| = |y| and for all
K and tw, Π(K, tw, ·) is a permutation and Π−1(K, tw, ·) is its inverse. Recall
that in Tor the cell size is fixed to 509 bytes and it would therefore suffice to
have a tweakable cipher that can handle inputs of this length. Accordingly the
term wide-block tweakable cipher is often used instead, but in reality all known
constructions admit inputs of varying length. In terms of security, a tweakable
cipher is expected to be a (strong) tweakable pseudorandom permutation. We
refer the reader to [41] for an up-to-date introduction to VIL tweakable ciphers.

Technically, AEZ embodies a different primitive called Robust Authenticated
Encryption (RAE) [26]. An RAE is a pair of deterministic algorithms (Π,Π−1)
where Π takes a key K, a nonce no, associated data ad, a message x and a
stretch τ to return a ciphertext y of length |x| + τ . The decryption algorithm
Π−1 inverts this operation, taking a K, a nonce no, associated data ad and a
ciphertext y to return either a message x, if y was generated honestly, or the
special symbol ⊥ indicating that y is invalid. When the key is chosen uniformly
at random security requires that for any nonce and associated data, (Π,Π−1)
should behave as a pseudorandom injection, and its inverse, from binary strings
to τ -bit longer ones. It is easy to see that if we set τ = 0 RAE collapses to a
VIL tweakable cipher, where the nonce and the associated data, collectively play
the role of the tweak. Indeed in Tor proposal 261 τ is set to zero and we will
therefore treat AEZ as a VIL tweakable cipher where the tweak is represented
by the pair (no, ad).

6.2 Tor261: The Onion Encryption Scheme in Tor Proposal 261

The onion encryption scheme Tor261 is obtained by instantiating the Tor relay
protocol [19] with the layer encryption described in [32]. Note that proposal
261 only affects the relay protocol and in particular the cryptography used in
the circuit extend protocol is unaffected. A pseudocode description of Tor261 is
displayed in Figure 9.

In addition to a VIL tweakable cipher, the scheme also makes use of a block
cipher BC (instantiated with AES) in a Davies-Meyer-type configuration to com-
pute a chain value h (by means of a separate chain key L) that is included in the
tweak of every layer of encryption, i.e. Π evaluation. It is intended to provide for-
ward security rather than anonymity or standard channel security, consequently
it does not surface in our analysis. In addition, the tweak also contains the xor of
the input and output strings from the previous layer encryption call. Intuitively
this serves to create a domino effect whereby the corruption of any cell will
corrupt all subsequent cells. The no component of the tweak is composed of a
counter ctr and two binary flags, fwd and early, encoded as single-byte strings.
These indicate respectively the direction of travel of the cell with respect to the
direction in which the circuit was established, and whether the cell is of the type
RELAY or RELAYEARLY (the two cell types handled by the relay protocol).
Whether a cell is of type RELAY or RELAYEARLY is indicated in the com-
mand field (cmd) in the cell header, through byte values 3 and 9 respectively.
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algorithm G(%,p)

`← |p|, ctr ← 0, c0 ← [ε]`1

(v∗, d∗)← (p[0],p[1])

do ido ←$ {0, 1}32 until (v∗, d∗, ido) 6∈ %
%← % ∪ {(v∗, d∗, ido)}
id∗o ← ido

for j = 1 to `

(s, v, d)← (p[j − 1],p[j],p[j + 1])

K[j]←$ {0, 1}k

L[j]←$ {0, 1}256

h[j]←$ {0, 1}128

idi ← ido

do ido ←$ {0, 1}32 until (v, d, ido) 6∈ %
%← % ∪ {(v, d, ido)}
t[j]← (s, idi)

t̄[j]← (v,K[j],L[j],h[j], ctr, ε, ε, d, ido)

σ ← (`,K,L,h, ctr, c0, d
∗, id∗o)

return (%, σ, t, t̄)

algorithm E(σ,m)

early ← 0

parse σ as (`,K,L,h, ctr, c0, d, ido)

c1[`]← encode(m)

for j = ` to 1

no← 〈ctr〉64 ‖ 〈fwd〉8 ‖ 〈early〉8
h[n]← BC(L[j],h[j])⊕ h[j]

ad← (c0[j]⊕ c0[j − 1]) ‖ h[j]

c1[j − 1]← Π(K[j], (no, ad), c1[j])

if early = 1 : cmd← 〈9〉8
else : cmd← 〈3〉8
ĉ← (ido, cmd, c1[0])

ctr ← ctr + 1

σ ← (`,K,L,h, ctr, c1, d, ido)

return (σ, d, ĉ)

algorithm D(τ , s, ĉ)

parse ĉ as (idi, cmd, c)

if cmd 6= 〈3〉8
return ⊥

for w = 1 to |τ |
if (s, idi) = τ [w]

return w

return ⊥

algorithm D̄(τ̄ [w], s, ĉ)

parse τ̄ [w]

as (v,K,L, h, ctr, c0, c
′
0, d, ido)

parse ĉ as (idi, cmd, c1)

if cmd = 〈9〉8 : early ← 1

else : early ← 0

no← 〈ctr〉64 ‖ 〈fwd〉8 ‖ 〈early〉8
h← BC(L, h)⊕ h
ad← (c0 ⊕ c′0) ‖ h

c′1 ← Π−1(K, (no, ad), c1)

ctr ← ctr + 1

if chkzeros(c′1) ∧ d 6=⊥
x← decode(c′1); d∗ ← �

else

if d ∈ {⊥,�}
d←⊥; d∗ ← �; x←⊥

else

d∗ ← d

x← (ido, cmd, c
′
1)

τ̄ [w]← (K,L, h, ctr, c1, c
′
1, d, ido)

return (τ̄ [w], d∗, x)

Fig. 9: The Onion Encryption Scheme Tor261 and its variant Tor261. Scheme Tor261
includes the shaded code but Tor261 does not.
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Thus during decryption the early flag is set according to the value described in
the cell’s command field. In all other cases we treat fwd and early as internal
variables set in accordance with the context in which encryption and decryption
are operating. Since we only consider unidirectional anonymous channels in the
forward direction, fwd = 1, always.

In our modelling of the Tor relay protocol we make the following assumptions
and simplifications. We assume a version 4 or higher cell format with a total cell
size of 514 bytes. In addition to the cell header relay cells include a payload
header and proposal 261 alters the format of the payload header. However the
only cryptographic processing of this header is limited to checking that the
redundancy in certain fields is correctly formatted. Specifically it identifies 55
bits that should be verified to contain zeros upon decryption, but suggests that
this verification could be extended to other fields for added security. We model
the processing of a message by padding it and prepending the relay header
through an encode function. Similarly during the decryption we will employ a
decode function to reverse this process and a function chkzeros to verify that
the relevant fields contain zeros. For generality, in our analysis we assume the
number of bits set to zero by encode and later verified by chkzeros is r.

As before, a node determines to which circuit it should associate a cell from
the circuit identifier id in the cell header as described in Section 2.1. Circuit
identifiers are chosen during circuit establishment by the various nodes involved,
which we abstracted in the circuit creation algorithm G. Except for a mechanism
to avoid collisions, the Tor specification does not specify how circuit identifiers
are to be chosen. Since it is not particularly relevant for our analysis, for simplic-
ity we assume these are sampled by G uniformly at random without replacement
with respect to every edge. In particular, G maintains a state % comprised of a
set of triples (a, b, id) to keep track that the circuit identifier id is in use on edge
(a, b) and thereby avoid collisions.

The Tor specification allows for certain messages to be delivered to nodes in
the circuit other than the last one. As far as we are aware, this functionality is
not actually used in the relay protocol in practice. Our syntax does not allow
an onion proxy to specify cells for an intermediate node, but intermediate nodes
may nonetheless recognise a cell as being intended for them in Tor261. Thus
from the perspective of an intermediate node a cell is either recognised or else
it is forwarded along the circuit, but it is never deemed invalid. On the other
hand, if the last node in a circuit receives a cell which it does not recognise,
it declares the cell as invalid and the circuit is torn down [20]. To model this
behaviour we overload the semantics of the variable d in the node’s decryption
state component. For any circuit, it is intended to store the next hop in the
circuit with respect to the current node and is set to � if the node is last in the
circuit. When the last node detects an invalid cell it sets d←⊥ to indicate such
an event, and returns an error for that cell and any subsequent ones. However
the other nodes in the circuit are unaffected since the adversary may be able to
block the cells instructing the circuit teardown.
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6.3 Circuit Hiding

As described in Section 6.2 the relay protocol supports two types of cells, RELAY
and RELAYEARLY. The sole purpose of RELAYEARLY cells is to enable a
mechanism for limiting the length of circuits in Tor, see [19]. While the details
of this mechanism are beyond our scope, partly because it extends over to the
circuit extend protocol, the support of RELAYEARLY cells in Tor261 exposes
it to tagging attacks. In essence an adversary can tag a cell by flipping the cmd
field in its header which will then propagate along the circuit unaltered. As an
example consider the challenge depicted in Figure 8. After making two Enc
queries, one on each circuit, the adversary forges a RELAY cell on (n3, n5) and
a RELAYEARLY cell on (n4, n5), and submits both as a single Net query. If
the cell output on (n5, n7) is RELAYEARLY it knows it is interacting withW1.

Tagging attacks manipulating the cmd field were already exploited in the
infamous 2014 incident [2], and as such this vulnerability is a real concern and
not just an artifact of our security definition. Interestingly, Tor261 appears to
attempt to protect against this by including the early flag in the nonce no but
as we just pointed out this does not prevent the attack. It could be argued
however that this attack is somewhat limited in practice since it only admits
one type of tag. On the other hand, the current onion encryption scheme allows
an adversary to tag each cell with a unique mark allowing it to de-anonymise
multiple circuits in parallel. This limitation could potentially be overcome by
instead tagging a unique mark in a sequence of cells. However this possibility
is limited by the fact that in Tor honest nodes are required to tear down the
circuit if they observe more than eight RELAYEARLY cells. Moreover, in a
typical setting three RELAYEARLY cells would already have been used up
during circuit establishment. Thus in practice an adversary would have at most
25 unique tags at its disposal. On the one hand, this improves significantly over
Tor’s current state of affairs but it still falls short of the best possible security.

Unable to prove Tor261 secure we consider its variant Tor261, also described
in Figure 9, which supports only RELAY cells and prove that it meets our
circuit hiding notion. This serves to show that the above attack is the only
way of mounting tagging attacks on Tor261, which could possibly be prevented
by adopting an alternative mechanism, not involving RELAYEARLY cells, for
limiting circuit size or mitigated further by reducing the maximum circuit size.
Informally, Theorem 1 states that Tor261 is circuit hiding as long as (Π,Π−1)
is a secure VIL tweakable cipher in the ±p̃rp sense [26, 41], and m and r are
sufficiently large.

Theorem 1 (Tor261 is Circuit Hiding). Let Tor261 be the scheme described in
Figure 9 composed of a VIL tweakable cipher (Π,Π−1) and an encoding scheme
encode that prepends messages with r zeros. Then for any circuit hiding adver-
sary A = (A1,A2) running in time t, making qe queries to Enc and qn queries
to Net, there exists a ±p̃rp adversary B running in time t′ and making qf and
qi queries to its forward and inverse oracles, such that:

AdvC-HIDE
Tor261

(A) ≤ |Ien|
(

2 Adv±p̃rpΠ,Π−1(B) + 2−r+1 + min(qe, qn) 2−m+1
)
,
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where Ien is the set of circuits with an honest proxy that the adversary can
inject cells into (i.e. circuits containing an entry edge). Furthermore we have
that qf ≤ qe, qi ≤ qn, and t′ ≤ t + qe`maxT + qn|Ien|(`max − 1)T where `max is
the maximum length of a circuit and T is the maximum time needed to evaluate
Π or Π−1.

The full proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the full version [18]. Below we
outline the main intuition.

Proof outline. We prove the theorem through a standard game-hopping tech-
nique. We start with the C-HIDE game instantiated with Tor261 and focus on
the honest node in the entry edge (if any) of each circuit. We then replace the
VIL tweakable cipher instance corresponding to that node with a truly random
permutation. We gradually chop parts of the circuits until we eventually end up
with a game that depends solely the state information pertaining to those sub-
paths that are required (by Valid) to be common to both worlds (corresponding
to the two possible values of b). It can then be shown that for Tor261 the state
information corresponding to these subpaths is identically distributed in either
world. Thus we eventually end up with a game that is independent of the bit b
in which case the adversary can do no better than guess the bit b.

7 Conclusion

Motivated by Tor’s susceptibility to tagging attacks and the ongoing effort in the
Tor community to thwart them, we initiated a formal treatment of circuit-based
onion encryption. In our treatment, we opted for a level of abstraction that
is closer to practice than previous works. For instance, we explicitly included
the routing functionality that characterizes onion routing. While this choice ar-
guably complicates security definitions and analysis, we believe it provides for
a more informative model, allowing us to expose certain hitherto unsuspected
conflicts between routing and security. One illustration is the potential for cor-
relating traffic between onion router based on the seniority of circuit, which has
implications for the data structure used to store a router’s full decryption state.

We analysed Tor’s new proposal Tor261, intended to prevent tagging attacks,
using our new framework. Our analysis confirms that its overall design is sound,
yet also exposes that its support of RELAYEARLY cells still enables tagging
attacks. Presently, we focused on the circuit-hiding property of the proposed
scheme, leaving open the analyis of Tor261’s end-to-end channel security.

Finally, unidirectional channels are only a first step in the formal analysis
of Tor and related onion routing protocols. Marson and Poettering [30] recently
exposed important challenges when composing ordinary unidirectional secure
channels and it is unclear how those challenges affect anonymous channels. (This
cautionary remark does not refer to any specific issue that we identified, rather it
delineates our analysis.) Furthermore, extending our analysis to include dynamic
circuit establishment and deal with adaptive corruptions, are challenging open
problems.
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